
For senior executives ready  
to go beyond business as usual
In this programme, you learn how to create Potent 
Environments, expand your view of what’s possible, and 
equip and mobilise your teams to deliver the extraordinary.

We don’t transfer knowledge to you. Instead, you’ll get lasting, 
life-altering personal insights that will empower you to lead 
and deliver results beyond what you currently know how to 
do. You’ll engage in deep enquiries to release you from your 
current limitations. Your insights will be immediately valuable. 
Plus, they can’t be ‘unseen’; you’ll create a lasting foundation 
for a new level of leadership.

3 x 2 days   |   Spring 2024  
You’ll mix with participants from many organisations, experiencing a rich set of perspectives.

Who is this programme for
Senior leaders committed to causing outcomes that go 
beyond what they know how to accomplish. Participants 
have sizeable business accountabilities and are in a 
position to shift the business performance through their 
Breakthrough Projects.

Location
In or near London, UK
 

  FirstHuman enabled an 
immediate shift in performance 
and set us on a journey that 
brought the desired results, 
excitement and energy back.  
 
LEIGH POMLETT, 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CEVA LOGISTICS

Leading Extraordinary 
Performance™

Session #1  |  19 – 20 March

Preparing for 
breakthrough

+    The power of context 
+    Tuning in to my view of the world
+    What is ‘leadership’? 
+    Action learning  

Breakthrough Project
+    Authenticity, responsibility

Session #2  |  07 – 08 May 

Creating  
my leadership  

+    How I habitually act and lead 
+    Intervening with my 

counterproductive behaviours 
+    What I rely on to succeed 
+    What is important to me 
+    Creating myself as a leader

 

Session #3  |  25 – 26 June 

Rewiring  
for success  

+    My growth as a leader
+    Creatively overcoming problems  

and difficulties 
+    Engaging others by design
+    Strategies for resilience
+    Powerfully dealing with resistance

To talk to us further or for more information, get in touch: hello@firsthuman.com


